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Policy Regarding Multiple Travel Baseball Teams
Each player participating in Arlington Travel Baseball (ATB) is expected to commit to making
baseball his/her primary sport and to making the ATB team his/her primary commitment during
the ATB fall and spring/summer seasons. It is understood and agreed that the following apply:
1.

Players who are members of any other travel baseball team are not eligible to
participate in ATB. A player who accepts a roster position with an ATB team
commits that he/she will not participate in another travel baseball program during
the 2016 ATB fall season or the 2017 ATB spring/summer season.

2.

In order to participate in ATB, players are required to participate in spring
Arlington Little League or Arlington Cal Ripken-Babe Ruth (ALL/ABR). Any
conflict between ATB and the spring ALL/ABR teams shall be resolved by
playing with the ALL/ABR team instead of with the ATB team. This is an
exception to making the ATB team the primary sports commitment.

3.

If a player is a member of a sanctioned ALL or ABR all-star team, the player is
expected to play with the sanctioned all-star team instead of practicing or playing
with ATB during the sanctioned all-star season. After elimination from a
sanctioned all-star tournament, the player is expected to return to ATB and to
make the ATB team the primary sports commitment. This is an exception to
making the ATB team the primary sports commitment.

4.

To the extent that ALL or ABR combines its summer all-star program with a
travel program, as ABR currently does, players who are members of the combined
all-star/travel program are not eligible for ATB. Likewise, a player who accepts a
roster position with an ATB team commits that he/she will not participate in a
combined all-star and travel program during the 2016 ATB fall season or the 2017
ATB spring/summer season.

I and my parent (or legal guardian) acknowledge that failure to follow the Policy Regarding
Multiple Travel Baseball Teams may result in disciplinary action, which may include suspension
or expulsion from Arlington Travel Baseball without refund.
(Signature of player)________________________________________________________
(Signature of parent or legal guardian)__________________________________________

